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Presenter
Presentation Notes
First I want to start by thanking my co-authors Mariëtte Pushkar and Peter Ashmore, both who have been dedicated mentors for me for more then a decade.  Now lets reflect on applied fluvial geomorphology, where have we come from, were do we go.  “Fluvial geomorphology is the study of sediment sources, fluxes and storage within the river catchment and channel over short, medium and longer timescales and of the resultant channel and floodplain morphology.” pg. 2Sear and Newson (2010)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Up front, my motive for this talk is to promote the value of geomorphologists in river management.  Many of us practice geomorphology, but we need more advocates for the science and profession of geomorphology.  We’ll start with geomorphology’s roots in Historical Geology (William Davis in photo)  and the more quantitative science arguably starting with Leopold, Wolman, and Millar (1964).Then we’ll examine geomorphology placed in the context of interdisciplinary river management applications.Then the plan is to spend more then half the time on the results of our Natural Channels Geomorphology Survey, where we were interested to tap into the “Natural Channels” community to help us understand the diverse background of geomorphology practitioners and our collective views on standards of practice, qualification, and professional regulation.  And let’s be clear, many of the challenges are not new, but can be traced back many decades or longer.
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HISTORICAL ROOTS 
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Presentation Notes
Geomorphology’s roots extend strongly into historical geology.  About a century ago, much of geomorphology was centered on the interpretation of landscapes over deep geologic time, as epitomised in the Geographical Cycle (of Erosion) by William Davis.As such, historical geomorphology is:Descriptive	(qualitative, field based, and empirical)Geological	(long time scales)Geographical	(large range of spatial scales)In the 2010 Guidebook of Applied Geomorphology, Sear and Newson write: “One of the least understood aspects of the practice of fluvial geomorphology is the apparent obsession with longer timescales.”
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But then in the mid-20th century we came to the “Quantitative Revolution.”   This seminal 1964 book “Fluvial Processes in Geomorphology” by Leopold, Wolman, and Miller arguably laid the groundwork for applied fluvial geomorphology that would increasingly be used in river engineering.  Instead of landscapes, the focus moved towards geomorphic processes and important concepts like the relationship between event magnitude and frequency to understand the potential for geomorphic work in the landscape (i.e., most sediment is moved by moderate size events that are frequent enough to have an effect, I still use this figure to teach geomorphology students).In the first chapter by Leopold, Wolman, Miller (1964) they write: “Our approach involves some use of mathematics.  We are aware that the feelings of professional geomorphologists about numbers, graphs, and formulas range from acceptance and enthusiasm to bewilderment and forthright hostility.”An interpretation of the Quantitative Revolution has been explained in terms of six major components.  After 1945 geomorphology started to be come more (1) quantitative and statistical with new focus on understanding (2) processes at many scales.  (3) New theories were developing, such as dynamic equilibrium and geomorphic thresholds.  (4) Plate tectonics theory became mainstream after 1960  (we’ve only really had plate tectonics for about a half century).  And there has been a growing understanding of (5) long-term climate change and increasingly sophisticated methods in dating geologic materials i.e., (6) Geochronology.Therefore, process geomorphology is seen as:Scientific	(quantitative, statistical, experimental), and is more strongly aligned with:Physics (mechanics and mathematics) and Engineering (useful applications)
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And with this statement, I am being precisely half serious.Geomorphology is both historical and process-based.  That is, both empirical relationships and interpretation (based on field and historic data), and physics (mechanics and mathematical process models) are important in geomorphology.And in positioning geomorphology and engineering together in river management, Rhoads and Thorne in 1996 wrote:  “It should be possible to persuade decision-makers that incorporating historical or empirical (field-based) geomorphic information into river management strategies is at least as valuable as basing decisions on precise, yet fallible mechanistic models.”
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Recognizing geomorphologists? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now I am hoping that don’t need to convince this audience that geomorphology plays an important role in river management.  These two books by Thorne, Hey, and Newson (1997) and Sear, Newson, and Thorne (2010) address applied fluvial geomorphology head on.  This is perhaps an overly simple figure from the 1997 text, but it highlights both geomorphology and engineering in river management and (watershed) environmental assessment, including issues of flooding and channel restoration, as well as integration with biology, ecology, conservation, and land use planning.  Therefore applied geomorphology has embraced: Biology (habitat, landscape ecology), Environment (assessment, restoration, sustainability), Incorporated: Technology (computer modeling, geomatics, geodesy)So river management is interdisciplinary and geomorphology is an important part, but how well have the academic science and the applied practice communicated?  Some prominent geomorphology’s have not painted a pretty picture for either side stating:“As river managers and other scientific disciplines recognized a need for geomorphological input over the past two (now three) decades, the established field of geomorphology was not prepared to meet the demand.  Instead, much of this demand was met by non-geomorphologists with little academic training [in geomorphology], and frequently using what might be termed “shortcuts.”  (e.g., the go on to talk about Rosgen amongst other things)  Kondolf, Piegay, Sear (2003) – perhaps this is harsh, but I would take these author’s seriously.Further, in 2010 Sear and Newson write “… like any science, a broad understanding of principals only gets you so far, and a little knowledge can be a dangerous thing.”So this brings me to the question:So how do we recognize geomorphologists?  (what makes them different?)
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To explore this question, lets play with this Space-Time domain.We can add the relevant rates of water (1 m/s) and fluvial sediment (100 m/yr)Geology deals with long-time scales, centuries and millennium to millions of years.You can also note that the rest of the area is essentially the domain of human experience.For river management projects we can roughly place field studies at the channel and daily scales, and project lifecycles may extend towards sub-watersheds, watersheds, and yearly timelines.  Geomorphologist participate in these river management projects, but given their roots in geology and process studies, they are often the ones who are pushing the project thinking to the decade and century time scales, and beyond.Sear and Newson in 2010 write: “Significantly, as one begins to view a river system from increasingly long timescales, there is a shift in emphasis from local to catchment scale processes….  A feature of working with longer time scales in river management is that, as one looks back in time, the quantity and accuracy of information declines, and the degree of specialism required for reliable interpretation increases.”  pg. 11So again, one way to recognize geomorphologists is our “…obsession with longer timescales!”
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At least for those of you who filled out our survey, this brings us to the “what do you think” part of the talk, also known as the “Natural Channels Geomorphology Survey.”
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Total number of respondents 241 (analysis currently based on 222)Two-thirds from Ontario, the remaining third from across Canada, the US, and internationally (including Mexico, South America, Europe, and Africa)Quickly go through the numbers.
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Background of the respondents.Quickly go through the numbers.Important to note that 45% of responses are from those with a geoscience background.  This is still less than half, but keep this number in mind when you are interpreting the results for yourself.
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More on the background of the respondents:In terms of expertise and training in geomorphology I have combined a couple of questions to give you an general sense, so the numbers are approximate give or take a few percentage points here.  (quickly go through the numbers).For training in stream restoration, it is interesting, but perhaps not surprising, that 65% of us indicated that we learn it on the job and/or are self-taught, and 15% of the respondents indicated no training.  I say not surprising because few universities offer such courses (University of Waterloo is one of a few) and for what ever the reason short courses were taken by only 8%.
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A major topic we asked about is standards of practice for geomorphology.When asked for their reaction to the statement “Scientific knowledge is well represented in applied geomorphology practice,” half of the respondents went right up the middle, while about 28% agreed with the statement and 23% disagreed with the statement (with rounding error).  Either way, I would not say this is a glowing review of the connection between science and practice in geomorphology.When asked how well established standards of practice are, only 25% indicated they are well-established or established with minor issues, while over 75% indicated they are either somewhat established with many issues or underdeveloped with many inconsistencies.So we also tried ask the question a third time by thinking about the balance between standard guidelines and individual professional judgement.  While 48% said they were equally important (right up the middle again), here about one-third favoured individual judgement, while fewer, about 20%, favoured standard guidelines.Taken together, these results largely indicate we have a lot of work to do.
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So this raise the question about our relative responsibilities for developing standards of practice.  We gave respondents five randomly placed options to rank from 1 to 5.  Now individually, this is a difficult question to answer and is likely influenced by one’s personal background… but, collectively it is interesting to see how the averages play out.While not categorical, the clearest result is that regulated professional associations (e.g., APGO) was the most ranked at number 1 (most responsible).  Government agencies were pretty consistently ranked within the first three, and academic and industry-related associations (I think this category fits the Natural Channels Initiative) was typically ranked in the middle.Again, I would not say our initial look at this question provides a clear result, but relatively speaking universities and individuals on their own are not seen as a major source for standards of practice, at least in applied geomorphology.
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Another major topic of the survey was about what it means to be a Qualified Geomorphologist.  Not too surprisingly, the average response can be summed up as a B.Sc. in geoscience (or possibly engineering) with at least 4 years of work experience, in line with regulated professional standards like those of APGO.Looking specifically at the education question, an important observation is that less than a third of respondents thought that a Bachelor's or Master’s in a related field was sufficient (indicated in orange), while two-thirds thought the degree should be in geoscience or engineering.  Another separate observation is that 43% indicated that a Master’s degree should be a requirement.  For geomorphology, I would tend to agree that Master’s level work is important for grasping the depth for the subject.For work experience, the average is four years based on the options given, but perhaps with more options between 5 and 10 we might have arrived at an average closer to 5 years.Now how do respondents view’s on short courses (like Rosgen and Newbury) fit in?  To paraphrase the question, are short courses an acceptable substitute for university training in geomorphology.  You can see from the results that respondents generally disagree (they should not be a substitute), but I would still suggest that courses like Newbury’s are a good way to augment an established background in geomorphology and engineering.
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With these questions about Qualified Geomorphologists, it is important that we address the issue of professional regulation.  While there has definitely been movement in this direction since the 1990s, regulation of professional geomorphology has certainly not been fully realized.So first we asked the more general question of should “geomorphology work be regulated as professional geoscience?”  While we see that 65% agree with this statement, about one-third of respondents were either neutral or disagreed.We also asked the direct question of should a “Qualified Geomorphologist be accredited as a P.Geo.”  And again be basically saw the same result, most of us think yes, some are unsure or think no.So this leads me to think of why are some opposed to it.  I think part of may be the overlap with engineering (which is complicated and worth more discussion), and some of it may be other environmental science practitioners from backgrounds in geography and biology (for example) who don’t subscribe to the largely geological foundations of geoscience.  I am speculating, but I think we sincerely need to address these kinds of concerns in order to move forward.
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So now, what I think is one big “elephant in the room” is distinguishing between geomorphologists and engineers, both of which do work that might be considered geomorphology.  It may not matter as much whether you identify as geomorphologist, engineer, or biologists, but I would say it does matter what kind of training you’ve had to do certain kinds of geomorphology work.To help us get a sense of some the work geomorphology practitioners are doing out there, we asked respondents about the kinds of geomorphology work they do and/or evaluate (now I would suggest that reviewers should be equally responsible for acknowledging the boundaries of their expertise).First looking at stream monitoring and stream restoration, proportionally it is not surprising that geoscientists do more monitoring and engineers do more stream restoration (keeping in mind that 45% of respondents were geoscientists, so geoscientists would generally be higher for all types of work in terms of absolute values).Next we looked at sediment transport and erosion hazards.  Again, not too surprising that both geoscientists and engineers both do sediment transport work, but I will say it is the last one that worries me a bit.  That is, proportionately engineers are doing a lot of erosion hazard work (along with biologists and environmental scientists) and this is the kind of work in particular were I would want to ensure that practitioners have a strong background in geoscience (e.g., the important perspectives on longer time scales).
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At this point I think it is useful to cover what you should typically expect to get when you are hiring a professional geoscientists in terms of university knowledge requirements.First, Foundational Science…Then there is the Foundational Geoscience, including… (group 2A) and (group 2B)Added to this geoscience in… (group 2C)Here I would again like to emphasize both the “science” and the “longer time scales.”So lets try to be clear and concise about the key value of geoscience in this discussion.It is essential for advanced geomorphic interpretations and particularly for larger scale watershed impacts and long-term erosion hazards.
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Now back to may favourite space-time domain graph.As we proceed through the process of collecting and integrating geomorphic description, data, theory, and river management decisions, we must expect higher-and-higher levels of geomorphic interpretation, something that requires specialized training and work experience in geoscience, no matter whether or not you identify yourself as a biologists, engineer, or geoscientist.I know I keep saying it, an “…obsession with longer time scales!”
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So now we come to some comments to move forward, as I hope this is not the end of the discussion.  First, Recognising geomorphologists:Roots in historical geology and geography, with scientific and interdisciplinary focus  (When I say “scientific”, I mean starting with what the science says (or does not say) and then going from their to look for practical solutions)“…obsession with longer time scales!” (of course, what I am also talking about here is environmental sustainability, repeat)Advanced interpretation needs advanced geoscience training (e.g., erosion hazards) (this can be engineers sympathetic to longer time scales, and geoscientists sympathetic to practical solutions, but I think we do need to push what is viewed as practical for issues of environmental sustainability)Second, the issue of professionally Regulating geomorphologists:There is Support for regulating geomorphology work and professional accreditation (P.Geo.) (but we need to address some concerns of the broader community about interdisciplinary overlap and the perhaps a little to much focus on hard rock geology in geoscience)In line with P.Geo., a Geoscience B.Sc. and 4 years experience is required at a minimum to be a Qualified Geomorphologist.   (For advanced training, practitioners should really have a Master’s degree in geomorphology and/or continued training through short courses for stream restoration)And finally, we need some “re-visioning” for standards of practice.You may or may not be surprised, but We have a lot of work to do!Regulated professional associations like APGO might be a good vehicle to play a role in this But industry associations like the Natural Channels Initiative may be another way to collectively move forward together.
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Presentations at this conference show that that there is some grassroots work being done from the bottom up, but also we should collectively work together on regulation and standards of practice.Thanks for listening and please comment.  Lets continue this discussion!
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BACKGROUND (249 RESPONSES) 
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GEOMORPHOLOGY STANDARDS OF PRACTICE  (249 RESPONSES) 
The responsibility for developing and maintaining standards of practice for natural channel systems is a collective obligation.  
Examples of geomorphology work where standards of practice are most applicable include, but are not limited to, erosion 
assessments and sediment transport, erosion hazards (e.g., meander belts, slope stability), stream morphology monitoring targets, 
and stream restoration design. 
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QUALIFIED GEOMORPHOLOGISTS AND PROFESSIONAL GEOSCIENCE  (249 RESPONSES) 
Recognizing that some geomorphology work may be completed without advanced qualifications, including by supervised technical 
staff and specialists from other fields of science and engineering, advanced geomorphology work may be identified as requiring a 
'Qualified Geomorphologist'.  The potential requirement of professional accreditation (e.g., P.Geo.) is also considered in this survey. 
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APPLIED FLUVIAL GEOMORPHOLOGY CHECKLIST (249 RESPONSES) 
Survey of major types of geomorphology work completed for 'Natural Channel' systems. 
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